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 IN800 Initial Determination of Approval - Concerns about why the Suspended Check Box is on the report.  Users 
don’t want that on that report because if it’s suspended it’s not approved. 

 Suspended Status – Tabling this until after discussion at the conference, we will determine what to do 
programmatically after that. 

 New check box for Suspension?? 

  A new case status of Suspension 

 Does there need to be fields for a date it was suspended? 

 Notes field related to the suspension? 

 Create a standardized Notice of Suspension report 

 Determination of Denial - I’ve sent examples of the Initial Determination of Denial Report to CAT for possible 
standardization. 

 Prior Payment Type - For now CAI won’t do anything with the prior payment type the users are currently using it 

 Approval Criteria - If you don’t want the approval criteria on the additional information screen to always be 
checked you can turn that off in the control panel.  You just need to remember to go in a check the approval 
criteria or the boxes won’t be checked in the approval reports. 

 Determination of Denial - Users mentioned that their Determination of Denial has the wrong Idaho code 
numbers on it, showed users that the denial codes are in the control file and you should go in and either add 
new codes so that the requests with the old codes aren’t changed or just change the current code numbers to 
be what you want them. 

 User Group Topics – If you have any discussion or how do I … please submit to spetersen@gocai.com 
 
Topics for User Meeting 

 Suspension Program Changes 

 Prior Payment Type – do we need a new payment type? 

 How to handle CAT % – CAI & Kathryn 

 How often should they submit payments to CAT – Kathryn 

 How to handle a refund check so that it doesn’t affect the CAT and COUNTY paid amounts.  i.e.  the county pays 
$1,000.00 to St Luke’s then St. Luke’s sends the check back for whatever reason.  How do they enter in the 
reimbursement check and mark the provider payment so that they don’t affect the total amount that the county 
paid because they got the money back and so they really didn’t pay it.  Does this occur often? 

 Do we need to make any program changes to track PCIP payments? Or can they just add a new Classification 
Code. 

 Do we need make changes to better track involuntary mental holds? Since you can’t bill the applicant for the 
costs can we make a new status for involuntary when we set them to no billing that is Mental Hold? 

 Cost for medical reviews?  When entering the payment to pay for the medical review do we need to do those 
differently in the system?  Should they be included in the county paid amount? (I think yes but not in the 11,000 
limit amount)  If this is the case you can use the classification code for that. 

 
CAI Action Items 

 Add Status to the Denied Codes for Active or Inactive and a date of when it was inactivated and a date for 
activating the code. 

 Pharmaceuticals need to add a new check box in the approval section under additional information for 
Pharmaceuticals 

 Schedule Users Meeting and book room during conference 
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